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isnt worth breaking any laws. (little power)another way to be a hard to get knife is

to get a custom shop knife with a laser engraver. the blade of the knife will be
covered in a thin layer of silver that will not scratch the blade of the knife. the

engraver will then engrave your name, serial number, and other information on the
blade. the laser engraver will do a good job of the engraving so it will not be easily

scratched off when the knife is in use. you can do a google search for a custom
knife maker or make one yourself. purchase a 3 axis cnc machine and engrave your
knife on the edge of the blade. im sure you would have to be a high-level hacker to

do this type of work, but some people like making knives and like the feeling of
watching the blade shape up as the engraving goes. the other option is to

customize a knife made by another manufacturer. you will have to look up a
company on the internet, and once you find them contact them and ask if they

would be interested in doing the job for you. usually you can order a knife and have
it made up quickly and fairly cheaply. if you want a custom knife made with a laser,
the price tag will be a little higher but im sure a good part of that cost comes from

the engraver. but the cost for a custom knife should not be as expensive as a
custom guitar. there are plenty of custom guitars online.
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are certain jurisdictions
within some of these
states which outlaw

certain knives that are
not against State law. In
the past, if not present,

in San Antonio, for
example, it was or is
illegal to own a lock-

blade knife, which is not
prohibited by State law. I

think switchblades
knives are also illegal in
San Antonio. Also knives
beyond a certain length
are or were illegal. So
you need to know the
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laws within the
jurisdictions you live in

or would be traveling in,
beside the laws of the
State as a whole. You

could find yourself in the
slammer for violating a
city or county law while
still abiding by the state
laws. The larger the city,
and the more presence

of gangs within that city,
the more restrictive the
laws are likely to be on
the type knives one can
carry. I would often see

knives for sale at surplus
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stores that I knew were
illegal to have on you in
San Antonio and once

asked one of the clerks
why they would sell

them and if people could
get in trouble if they

were caught just taking
them home once they
bought them. He just

said it is illegal to have
them on you, not to sell
them, and they advised

people to get them
home as quickly as

possible and keep them
at home. Thank you so
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much for giving
everyone an

extraordinarily special
opportunity to read

critical reviews from this
site. Its always very
enjoyable and jam-

packed with amusement
for me and my office
colleagues to search

your web site a
minimum of thrice in a
week to see the newest

tips you have. And
definitely, we are at all
times amazed with all
the wonderful tactics
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you give. Selected 1
areas in this post are

particularly the finest we
have all had.
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